For the correct application of CT in the diagnosis of
neurological disease, the accuracy and limitations of the
investigation should be known. Small infarcts (less than 5 mm
in diameter) diagnosed on CT are confirmed at autopsy in
only 19% of cases and, conversely, only 32% of small infarcts
at autopsy are seen on CT. Theoretically lesions less than
3 x 3 x 10 mm on 10 mm cuts cannot be visualised on CT.~
The frequency of cerebral infarction or features thereof on
CT in TlA or reversible ischaemic neurological defect (RIND)
are not unique to any of these clinical diagnoses. The low
prevalence of tissue loss on CT in TIA or RIND may be due
to prolonged ischaemia rather than infarction or may be due
to infarction of undetectable magnitude. 1 More extensive
neurological deficit does not always correlate with greater
tissue destruction.
Based on the 'Iacunar hypothesis',~ the diagnosis of a
lacunar infarct on eT may negate the need for detailed
assessment of patients as lacunar infarcts are purportedly
caused by a combination of hypertension and thrombosis of
lenticulostriate arteries. However, lacunae (meaning simply
small infarcts) should not be used with adjectives indicative
of syndrome(s) as the hypothesis has been largely
disproved. The diagnosis of this type of infarct does not
justify diagnostic nihilism, but it should be managed in all
respects like a larger infarct.
Patients referred to the vascular service with the firm
diagnosis of a tight carotid artery stenosis and an appropriate
neurological event are a highly seeet group. Referral filter
bias and selection bias have secured a subgroup of patients
who are fairly uniform in their pathology. In our study we had
no instance of surprise findings on CT which may have
altered patient management. Martin et al. 5 were the first to
report no instance of double pathology in a prospective
survey. Street et aJ./ in a retrospective audit of 359 patients
over a 9-year period, could not identify a single patient with
other intracranial pathology.
Budgetary constraints have become a harsh reality for
medical service providers in South Africa. Naturally,
reservations have been expressed about the feasibility of
continued high-quality medical care in the present financial
climate. We have demonstrated that careful audit of longstanding practice may safely change entrenched practice
without jeopardising patient health or necessitating reliance
on clinical experience or instinct. For the estimated 50
patients who will be evaluated by the vascular service for
CEA during 1995, R45 000 (R900 per CT scan of the head)
could be saved or used for more deserving causes.
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Evaluation of reflux
oesophagitis with
technetium-99m-labelled
sucralfate
J. H. van Zyl, M. G. Nel, A. C. Otto,
H. de K. Grundling,

J. M. Botha

Sucralfate binds with denuded protein to form a stable
complex to protect the damaged mucosa. By utilising this
property, technetium-99m-labelled sucraJfate can be used
to demonstrate ulceration in the upper gastro-intestinal

tract.
Aim. The aim of this study was to evaluate ~Tc-labelled
sucralfate in the diagnosis of grade 11 - III reflux
oesophagitis.
Methods. Ten patients with endoscopic proof of grade
11 - III reflux oesophagitis and 10 patients wrth normal
findings on oesophagoscopy were evaluated after they
had swallowed 5 rnl 99mTc sucralfate. Radionuclide imaging
was done until activity in the oesophagus had ceased.
Results. Retention of activity from 10 minutes up to 11/2
hours could be demonstrated in 9 patients with
endoscopically proven oesophagitis. In the control group
complete clearance of activity was seen in 7 patients.
Gastro-oesophageal reflux could be demonstrated in 4
patients.
Conclusion. 93<nTc sucralfate is a sensrtive and specific
method for the non-invasive diagnosis of oesophagitis
compared with endoscopy.
SAfrMedJ 1996; 66: 1422·1424.

Sucralfate is an aluminium salt of a sulphated disaccharide
that becomes viscous and adhesive in diluted acid. This
property enables it to form stable complexes with protein by
way of strong electrostatic interactions. The therapeutic
effect of sucralfate involves its binding to protein to protect
denuded mucosa.!
Sucratfate can be labelled with technetium-99m, which is
optimal for gamma camera imaging and thus a non-invasive
method of demonstrating ulceration in the upper gastrointestinal tracU Peptic ulcer disease and inflammatory
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bowel disease were previously demonstrated with radiolabelled sucralfate,3.~ yet infonnation about sucralfate retention
with gastro-oesophageal reflux and oesophagitis is limited. 5
The aim of our study was to evaluate II'ioMTc sucralfate
retention in grade 11 - III reflux oesophagitis. This noninvasive technique was compared with endoscopy results.

experienced observers. Cessation of activity in the
oesophagus during the dynamic phase (84 seconds) was
considered normal (Fig. 1). Retention of oesophageal activity
from 10 minutes onwards was considered abnormal (Fig. 2).
Oesophageal reflux during the 90-minute period was seen as
intermittent activity with higher intensity (Fig. 3).
RETENTlON OF

+- ACTMTY

Patients and methods
Twenty patients with symptoms of oesophageal reflux who
had been referred for gastroscopy were studied. The study
group consisted of 10 patients with endoscopically proven
grade 11 - III oesophagitis (8 men, 2 women, mean age 49.9
years, range 21 - 81 years). Two of these patients had hiatus
hernia as well. The control group consisted of 10 patients
without oesophagitis on endoscopy, but 5 of them had
hiatus hernia (6 men, 4 women, mean age 51.4 years, range
31 - 73 years). Patients on antisecretory drugs, mucosal
protectives, anticholinergics, prokinetics, calcium
antagonists, nitrates and those who had had anti-reflux
surgery or gastrectomy were excluded from the study.
Informed written consent was obtained from all persons
before enrolment. The protocol was also approved by the
local ethical and radiation control committees.
In all patients routine gastroscopy and grading were done
by two experienced endoscopists according to the Savary
Millar classification. --rc human serum albumin r""Tc HSA)
sucralfate was locally prepared according to the method
originally described by Vasquez et aJ. 2 with certain
modifications. Three hundred and seventy (370) MBq
99mTc-pertechnetate with 2.5 ml saline were added to 10 mg
HSA and thoroughly mixed. After 10 minutes 5 ml sucralfate
suspension were added, again thoroughly mixed and left
standing for another 10 minutes. Quality control was by
means of paper chromatography (acetone/saline - 9:1).
The patient was asked to swallow 5 ml (148 MBq) of labelled
suspension after an overnight fast. To exclude possible
mucosal irritation caused by oesophagoscopy, the sucralfate
scan was done after 24 hours.
Radionuclide imaging was done in the upright position with
a gamma camera with a large field of view fitted with a lowenergy all-purpose collimator to include the anterior view of
the oesophagus and upper gastro-intestinal tract. Initially a
dynamic acquisition, including 42 views of 2 seconds each,
was performed. Static images were subsequently obtained at
5, 15, 30, 60 and 90 minutes. Visual interpretation of the -Tc
sucralfate scans was done blindly by two different
.....
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Fig. 2. Study of retention of activity.
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Fig. 1. Normal study.

10 MINUTES
Fig. 3. Study with retention of activity and episodic reflux. (Note the
difference in intensity of the column of reflux at various times.)
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Sensitivity and specificity of 99mTc-Iabelled sucralfate
retention were determined using the endoscopy results as
standard.

Results
The labelling efficiency of --rc to sucralfate was higher than
90% in all cases. The results of the study are given in Table I.
Table I. Results

Group A (grade I1 - III oesophagitis)
Patient No. Endoscopic results

4
5
6
7
B
9

10

~c

retention (min)

o

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade + HH
Grade + HH
Grade I
Grade III
Grade 11
Grade III

1

2
3

-Tc reflux

10
10
10
+

90

+

30

10
60

10
90

+

diagnose oesophagitis, but is invasive and has limitations in
respect of repeatability and certain clinical situations, e.g.
bleeding tendencies, HIV-positive patients and small
children.&
We found a high sensitivity and specificity for detection of
oesophagitis with this non-invasive technique. In the
absence of hiatus hernia, the specificity was even higher, It
is safe, repeatable and comfortable, with low risk and low
radiation; the total body radiation is 0.98 mSv in comparison
with a barium swallow total body radiation of 3.83 mSv. It is
also inexpensive. Oesophageal reflux is often detected at
the same time.
The technique may find specific application in the
therapeutic follow-up of patients with oesophagitis as well
as those in whom endoscopy is difficult or contraindicated.

Conclusion
In conclusion we found -Tc sucralfate to be a more
sensitive and specific method for the non-invasive diagnosis
of grade 11 - III oesophagitis when compared with
endoscopy.
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Group B (no oesophagitis)
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Patient No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9

10

Endoscopic results
N+ HH
N+HH
N +HH
N
N + HH
N
N
N
N + HH
N

!&n"fc reflux -'-c retention (mins)

+
+

o
o

3.

30

4.

o
o
o
o

+

30

+

o

HH "" hiatus hemia: N "" noI1TIal

In the study group g out of 10 patients with
endoscopically proven oesophagitis showed abnormal (> 10
minutes) retention of activity, Le. a sensitivity of 90%. In two
of the positive cases, a hiatus hernia was present and both
patients showed reflux as well. Since the study group
included only 3 patients with grade III oesophagitis, no
correlation with retention time was attempted.
In the control group, 3 patients showed false-positive
retention, but aJl of them had hiatus hernia, Le_ a specfficity
of 70%. In normal people the specificity was 100% without
hiatus hernia.

Discussion
The pharmacological binding of 5ucralfate to protein of
inflamed or denuded mucosa, forms the basis for this study.
Labelling of sucralfate with -Tc does not change this
feature.3.~

Conventional barium swallow is an accepted technique to
detect oesophagitis. Endoscopy is the gold standard to
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